Rounding strategies for multiply imputed binary data.
Multiple imputation (MI) has emerged in the last two decades as a frequently used approach in dealing with incomplete data. Gaussian and log-linear imputation models are fairly straightforward to implement for continuous and discrete data, respectively. However, in missing data settings that include a mix of continuous and discrete variables, the lack of flexible models for the joint distribution of different types of variables can make the specification of the imputation model a daunting task. The widespread availability of software packages that are capable of carrying out MI under the assumption of joint multivariate normality allows applied researchers to address this complication pragmatically by treating the discrete variables as continuous for imputation purposes and subsequently rounding the imputed values to the nearest observed category. In this article, we compare several rounding rules for binary variables based on simulated longitudinal data sets that have been used to illustrate other missing-data techniques. Using a combination of conditional and marginal data generation mechanisms and imputation models, we study the statistical properties of multiple-imputation-based estimates for various population quantities under different rounding rules from bias and coverage standpoints. We conclude that a good rule should be driven by borrowing information from other variables in the system rather than relying on the marginal characteristics and should be relatively insensitive to imputation model specifications that may potentially be incompatible with the observed data. We also urge researchers to consider the applied context and specific nature of the problem, to avoid uncritical and possibly inappropriate use of rounding in imputation models.